4TH NATIONAL ABILYMPICS –2014 CHANDIGARH
VOCATIONAL SKILLS CONTEST

ABOVE 15 YRS.

V23 – PHOTOGRAPHY - STUDIO

1.

OBJECTIVE
The objective is to allow the participants to demonstrate professional competence in the
production of good Studio Portraits (Bust).

2.

TASK
The contestant is required to produce a portrait ( bust of a live model).

3.

4.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS


Portraits will be taken in an existing studio equipped with
lights and a model will be made available.



All the facilities provided will be the same for all participants. No additional equipment
will be allowed.

Camera. Background, studio

MATERIAL
The organizers will provide the following equipment, materials and facilities at the contest
site.
 Live Model
 Camera with accessories
 Exposure meter
 Grids
 Blank writable CD
 Computer System

Special Note . All the participants should report to the Convenor on November 3, 2014 at 11.00
am. After taking the photographs, the contestant will be permitted to only Edit the photographs
within a period of 1 hour and not use any special effects. They should choose the best 5
photographs for printing and handover the CD containing the same to the Convenor for printing.

The prints will be given to the contestants by 11.30 a m on November 4, 2014. They should choose
3 best photographs from the above and hand them over to the convenor with their name and
registration number on the backside of all the photographs by 12.30 p m on November 4, 2014 .
The remaining 2 photographs should also be returned to the convenor in another envelope.

5.

ALLOCATED TIME
Each contestant will be allowed to use the studio for 30 minutes.

6.

EVALUATION CRITERIA
Section
Overall Quality
Effective use of lighting
Detail Originality
Enhancement of characteristics of the subject
Colour Saturation
Any original highlight
Total

Maximum Marks
Allotted
30
15
15
10
10
20
100

